Lancaster-Lebanon Athletics Trainers’ Association

November 13, 2014

Members Present
Lynnette Musser-PRN
Todd Snyder-COCALICO
Beth Newill- LANC. CATHOLIC
Hank Fijalkowski-MILLERSVILLE
Sheila Conley-WARWICK
Jessica Hess-CV
Ashley Wenger-OAL
Colleen Wenger-PEQUE VALLEY
Francesca Kirk-CPRS
Joseph McGrath-CPRS/COLUMBIA
Neil Matz-CPRS/CDEAST
Katie (Fox) Parmer-MILLERSVILLE
Keith Varney-LEBANON
Marc Schaffer-CPRS/HC
Cal Napolitano-CPRS/LMH
Chris Seldomridge- CEDAR CREST

Non Members Present
Rachel Smoker-HEMPFIELD
Lea Vandegrift-MT
Renee Yeater-CPRS/SOLANCO
Ashton Lippencott- CV
Jennifer Young-
April Fantazzi-LCD
Kimberly Planck-LS
Jennifer McCrabb-LS
Lecia Perkins-CPRS/SDOL
Kimberly Cisneros-CPRS/SDOL

1. Meeting called to order by Chris Seldomridge at 9:10pm
3. Introductions completed and applications to LLATA handed out.
4. Treasurers Report: July 2014 spent $100.64 in bereavement/wedding gifts. $1634 in account with $860 reserved for LL student symposium. Balance is $814.33. $100 collected on 11/13/14 in dues.
5. Treasurers Report approved Fran 1st, Lecia 2nd.
6. New Business:
   a. Form for nomination of student scholarship will be made available on website by Hank
   c. Does IU/Act 126 training count as child abuse training for Licensure/Renewal
7. Government Affairs:
   a. House Resolution gives legislative/budget committee one year to evaluate efficiency of Youth Safety and Sports Act
   b. Senate Resolution to evaluate Sudden Cardiac Arrest Form
8. Student Symposium:
   a. Need another group for this May to help with fundraising, food, presenters, money for cause/scholarship, etc.
   b. Criteria for scholarship- senior, recommendation from HS ATC, essays, going to undergrad for athletic training
9. Other information presented by Chris:
   a. Discussed policy sent out for gifts on bereavement/wedding. Tabled until next meeting to correct from PATS to LLATA.
b. Want to make smaller focus groups to get LLATA members more involved.
c. Conference calling in mornings compared to just 3 meetings/year at night
d. Weight Certification Problems: not added as assessors, not user friendly, late rollout time, AD’s did not know about update
e. Emails about visiting team provisions: communication is key, who needs tape and ice
f. Academic Accommodations for Concussion: College Level varies, SO4 legally binding but needs to come from physician, Traumatic Brain Injury Conference
g. NATA month in March—would like to do unified thing as LLATA to promote profession
h. Discussion—not acceptable to work for $15/hour, need to ask for $25 or more

10. Upcoming Events: CEU event Feb 26th at Heart of Lancaster hosted by CPRS
11. Meeting adjourned at 10pm. Lecia 1st, Cal 2nd.